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Amazon makes it pretty simple to create an eBook version of your picture book with their free Kids Book Creator. Their software will make your picture book look amazing on a Fire tablet or any other tablet. This short guide will show you how it works. Note: This guide is part of a larger book called “Creating Picture Books on a Budget.” This guide is short (about 1100 words). If you want more
in-depth information about writing a picture book, then that would be a better book.
Describes nine different forms of intelligence, from verbal ability to a concern for nature, and suggests ways to benefit from the stronger intelligences and to develop the weaker ones.
What do you like? How do you feel? Who are you? This brightly illustrated children's book provides a straightforward introduction to gender for anyone aged 5-8. It presents clear and direct language for understanding and talking about how we experience gender: our bodies, our expression and our identity. An interactive three-layered wheel included in the book is a simple, yet powerful, tool to
clearly demonstrate the difference between our body, how we express ourselves through our clothes and hobbies, and our gender identity. Ideal for use in the classroom or at home, a short page-by-page guide for adults at the back of the book further explains the key concepts and identifies useful discussion points. This is a one-of-a-kind resource for understanding and celebrating the gender
diversity that surrounds us.
Invites youngsters to find ten or more differences between slightly changed versions of the same photograph of everyday activities, groups of objects, and other scenes.
The Kids' Guide to Digital Photography
What Do You Stand For? For Teens
Creating Picture Books on a Budget
Teaching Social and Physical Boundaries to Kids
The World of the Old Testament
A Kid's Guide to Chicago
The Everything Guide for Kids Who Love Dinosaurs
Kid-friendly pictures to color and concise captions teach smart ways to interact with felines and explain how to be a cat's best friend. Tips include advice on grooming, transportation, play, and more.
Written from a child's point of view, advises young readers on ways to handle a variety of problematic situations, provides an easy-to-use system to help children rehearse and remember appropriate responses to keep them safe, and includes coverage of where to go for help and how to deal with shame and guilt.
Hello HD Fire Users, Look no further! Here is the complete guide that you need for your Kids HD Fire Tablet. Amazon Fire HD Tablet is a device that can both teach your kids and keep them busy. Your kids can learn, and get access to thousands of books and apps that will help them develop mentally.In this book, you will find:Setup Guide How to create kids account on your Kids Fire HD Hid Kids profile
What to do if your kids share this same Kids Fire HDSetting educational goalsUsing smart filters to control what your kids can seeArchive books, videos, and apps, etc. Removing contentsIf you have a Kids Fire HD tablet, then you need this book. Get it now.
An original Christmas fable about when Santa first learns about Jesus' message of grace.Unexpectedly, Santa finds himself on a his own spiritual and philosophical journey full of humour, self-reflection, wonder and redemption.Complemented by the beautiful and engaging illustrations of Matt Boutros, this book hopes to inspire many a conversation about faith, philosophy and the messages of Christmas,
between adults and children alike.
Creative Kids Complete Photo Guide to Sewing
An Alphabet Series for Young Kids| Learn New Vocabulary Words with the Alphabet
A DIY Guide for Parents and Carers
A Young Person's Guide to the Globe
A Step by Step Picture Guide to Unleashing Your Kids Fire HD Tablet Potentials
Isabella: Girl on the Go
A Kid's Guide to Learning Disability

This inclusive guide to how every family begins is an honest, cheerful tool for conversations between parents and their young ones. To make a baby you need one egg, one sperm, and one womb. But every family starts in its own special way. This book answers the "Where did I come from?" question no matter who the reader
is and how their life began. From all different kinds of conception through pregnancy to the birth itself, this candid and cozy guide is just right for the first conversations that parents will have with their children about how babies are made.
Highest-rated knot tying book under $10 on Amazon. * My First Book of Knots is a landmark gift that will impact children (and craft-loving adults) with hours of fun and a lifetime of skills. Create memories and embark on the journey of knot tying together. This charming picture guidebook of knots will teach your
child, grandchild, godchild, and perhaps even yourself in the valuable art of knot tying. * My First Book of Knots simplifies the craft and brings the reader into the world of knots through beautiful, detailed illustrations. Learn how to secure knots for use in outdoor activities such as fishing, camping, ranching,
farming, and many more. You will learn how Santa Claus ties up his sack of presents, or how to tie a knot that will help you lift heavy objects. Each knot is illustrated step-by-step, with clear, engaging instructions. Wow your friends with a double figure eight bend, or save the day with a square knot. My First Book
of Knots teaches a lifetime of useful skills.
A picture book biography by an award-winning team about the first woman to ride a motorcycle around the world One day, a girl gets on her motorcycle and rides away. She wants to wander the world. To go . . . Elsewhere. This is the true story of the first woman to ride a motorcycle around the world alone. Each place
has something to teach her. Each place is beautiful. And despite many flat tires and falls, she learns to always get back up and keep riding. Award-winning author Amy Novesky and Governor General's Award-winning illustrator Julie Morstad have teamed up for a spectacular celebration of girl power and resilience.
When Joey wonders what heaven is like, he is visited by his guardian angel, Gabby, who takes him on a tour and shows him all the different places within heaven where everyone exists in a state of perfect happiness.
My First Book of Knots
Kids' World Atlas
Spot the Differences Picture Puzzles for Kids
Crossword Puzzles for Kids : Easy Picture Crosswords for Young Kids
A Green Kid's Guide to Composting
The Busy Body Book
A Guide to Building Character

Kids' World AtlasA Young Person's Guide to the GlobeCapstone Classroom
ABC Discovery- An alphabet picture book series for children Letter G is graceful as she guides you through some new places to learn about. Follow along as she teaches you new letter G words to add to your vocabulary! What places will we discover that begin with the letter G? This abcd books for toddlers series is a great addition to your preschool and kindergarten classroom! It is an alphabet
book with pictures that kids are SURE to love! 57 words that start with the letter G! ABC Discovery-More about the series: Each letter of the alphabet has their own story and characteristics. The beginning page features the previous letter, and the last page features the following letter. This alphabet picture book series is perfect for kids learning their letters, and beginning sounds. Follow the series
to discover the alphabet in a NEW way. Learn and teach new words, and collect each poster to create the alphabet for your wall! Word lists are included in the back of the book.
Provides information about composting, covering such topics as what can and cannot be composted, building a pile, and keeping the animals within alive.
I just don't know what's going onOr why it has to beBut every day it's something worseWhat's happening to me?So begins this uproarious new story from the best-selling creator of No Jumping on the Bed!,Green Wilma, and other popular books. The young narrator has discovered a disturbing trend: There's fuzz in his belly button his toes are peeling and something just fell out of his nose. The last
straw is a loose tooth, which convinces him of the awful truth his parts are coming unglued!Parts deals with a subject of deepest interest to every young child: the stuff our bodies shed. Parents will appreciate the reassuring message that it's all quite normal, while Tedd Arnold's comical illustrations and rhyming text are guaranteed to make young readers laugh their heads off.
Girl on a Motorcycle
Reading Picture Books with Children
Parts
How I Learn
What Do You Stand For? for Kids
The Kid's Guide to Service Projects
A Kid's Guide to Fitness
Picture stories can play a vital role in helping parents negotiate challenging scenarios with kids with ASD. Yet no matter how many books and flashcards you have, they can't cover every eventuality. So, suppose you could draw the stories yourself... Brian Attwood took up pen and paper when his son John's meltdowns became harder to deal with. The effect was immediate and time and time again
picture stories have bailed the family out of trouble and saved John from unhappiness and confusion. In this book, Brian describes step-by-step how to create simple yet effective picture stories using basic drawings and short lines of text, and provides examples based on real-life situations for you to adapt for your child. This book will give parents and carers the tools and confidence they need to
create individualised picture stories to help their child with ASD cope with social situations, difficult emotions, transitions and other challenging situations.
Several years ago, I was a young librarian with a love of stories; one day I wrote a picture book. It was original, funny, and fun. I had spent several years reading kids stories and knew what they wanted in a good picture book. I went to workshops and conferences, and learned the publishing business. And then I tried to sell it and was in for a rude awakening: picture books are a ridiculously hard sell.
I sent it to every picture book publisher I could find, and each one sent the impersonal rejection that writers dread. And so I filed it away, and didn’t think that much of it. Then publishing changed. Suddenly, authors could become publishers, and I began to feel hopeful about the book again. There were still two problems with the book that I faced: 1. Finding a good, professional artist on a budget2.
Designing the book in a way that was non-technical and did not require me to learn new software This book will cover how to find illustrators, design both a print and digital version of your book, and as an added bonus, how to find translators as well—so you can sell your book in as many languages as possible. I’ll also show you a few strategies for marketing your book. If illustrations and book
design are the only things that are holding you back from publishing a kid’s book, then let me show you how easy it is to be a published kid’s author!
Describes a variety of opportunities for youngsters to participate in successful community service.
Jesus often told stories using everyday objects to help his listeners understand life with God. But for most of us, the deep imagery and meaning behind those objects has been lost to history. This book helps kids discover the world Jesus lived in through maps, charts, graphs, and other infographic elements. They'll learn about the culture Jesus lived in-his Jewish religion, the power of the ruling
Roman Empire, the role of fishermen and carpenters and shepherds. It's an invitation to explore the stories of Jesus in their cultural context, bringing new life to familiar biblical events. This beautifully illustrated book will be a family favorite that kids and adults will come back to over and over again The World Jesus Knew is a Junior Library Guild Selection. Junior Library Guild is a curated
subscription service for libraries featuring books recommended by expert librarians for building an excellent collection.
A Kid-to-kid Guide to Keeping Private Parts Private
I Said No!
The Daily Show (The Book)
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
A Guide to Finding Illustrators, Translators, and Using Kindle Kids Book Creator
When Santa Learned the Gospel
Soon after his popular A Travel Guide to Heaven was published, bestselling author Anthony DeStefano recognized that children also have many questions about heaven. In celebration of the tenth anniversary of that book, Anthony wrote this fun-filled, action story about a little boy named Joey who gets to take a whirlwind tour of heaven with his guardian angel, Gabby. Artist Erwin Madrid’s stunning illustrations bring the
story to life, showing heaven to be a place where everyone is happy, the animals all get along, and God’s glory is more amazing than anything Joey had ever seen in his whole life. This long-awaited children’s edition will quickly become a favorite for the reader and the child alike. Imagine the comfort and peace children will experience when they hear about this incredible place God has prepared for them.
Provides information about the geography of each of the continents, including landforms, bodies of water, climate, plants, animals, population, and flags, and about the poles and the oceans.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy
McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for
calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the lastminute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
The rules of physical contact can be tricky to grasp. This friendly picture book explains in simple terms how to tell the difference between acceptable and inappropriate touch, helping children with special needs stay safe. Each story covers a different type of touch and will help children understand how boundaries change depending on the context.
Dinosaur Dictionary for Kids
A Beginner's Picture Guide (180 color illustrations)
Over 500 Service Ideas for Young People who Want to Make a Difference
A Travel Guide to Heaven for Kids
The World Jesus Knew
Picture This! the Kids' Guide to the National Gallery
A Kid's Guide to the Gas Animals Pass
Young people need guidance from caring adults to build strong, positive character traits—but they can also build their own. This book by the best-selling author of The Kid’s Guide to Social Action invites children and teens to explore and practice honesty, kindness, empathy, integrity, tolerance, patience, respect,
and more. Quotations and background information set the stage. Dilemmas challenge readers to think about, discuss, and debate positive traits. Activities invite them to explore what they stand for at school, at home, and in their communities. True stories profile real kids who exemplify positive traits; resources
point the way toward character-building books, organizations, programs, and Web sites.
Packed with hundreds of illustrated definitions about dinosaurs and the world in which they lived, Dinosaur Dictionary for Kids is certain to spark any kid's enthusiasm for the age of dinosaurs. Explore the Mesozoic era. Learn about dinosaurs that lived on land, animals that swam the waters, and species that
patrolled the skies. Find out about dinosaur extinction, how scientists date fossils, and what it takes to become a paleontologist. Dinosaur Dictionary for Kids will be there when it's time to write reports, delve into projects, prepare assignments, or just curl up and discover more about these amazing creatures.
Sidebar topics, fun activities, and quick quizzes make learning about dinosaurs even more fun! Divided into sections for quick access to the easy-to-understand definitions and amazing full-color illustrations, Dinosaur Dictionary for Kids is a must-have for any kid's home library. Grades 3-6
A comprehensive instructional guide created especially for youngsters tells them exactly what they need to know to capture those special events digitally and get creative to create photo magnets, digital scrapbooks, puzzles, and more. Reprint.
Describes positive character traits such as fairness, honesty, and respect and presents ways of developing them through various activities.
How to Shake Up Storytime and Get Kids Talking about What They See
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Making a Baby
You're Smarter Than You Think
Does It Fart?
A Curious Kid's Guide to Life in the First Century
A Hands-On Guide From Story Creation to Publication
A Color and Learn Guide for Kids
This book is filled with simple picture crossword puzzles for young kids. These fun & simple crossword puzzles will help guide your children to learn how to spell in a fun and playful way. Your kids will find these fun picture crossword puzzles entertaining as they sharpen your kids' word / spelling skills. Each of the crossword puzzles has a different theme including subjects such as food, animals,
outer space, insects, transportation, emojis, nature, farm-life, the beach, art, and many more. Each page has adorable pictures to guide your children to guess what the correct word and spelling is. And after the crossword puzzles are done, your kids can use the pages as a coloring book. I suggest this crossword puzzle book for kids aged 6, 7, 8, and 9 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grades).
Children and their parents will benefit from this excellent resource and its easy-to-color illustrations. Simple captions explain how to feed, groom, and train canine companions. Suitable for ages 4-8.
A new, interactive approach to storytime, The Whole Book Approach was developed in conjunction with the Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art and expert author Megan Dowd Lambert's graduate work in children's literature at Simmons College, offering a practical guide for reshaping storytime and getting kids to think with their eyes. Traditional storytime often offers a passive experience for
kids, but the Whole Book approach asks the youngest of readers to ponder all aspects of a picture book and to use their critical thinking skills. Using classic examples, Megan asks kids to think about why the trim size of Ludwig Bemelman's Madeline is so generous, or why the typeset in David Wiesner's Caldecott winner,The Three Pigs, appears to twist around the page, or why books like Chris Van
Allsburg's The Polar Express and Eric Carle's The Very Hungry Caterpillar are printed landscape instead of portrait. The dynamic discussions that result from this shared reading style range from the profound to the hilarious and will inspire adults to make children's responses to text, art, and design an essential part of storytime.
Master the Art of Writing Enthralling Tales for the Youngest pre-and emerging readers! Fully updated and thoroughly revised, Writing Picture Books Revised and Expanded Edition is the go-to resource for writers crafting stories for children ages two to eight. You'll learn the unique set of skills it takes to bring your story to life by using tightly focused text and leaving room for the illustrator to be
creative. Award-winning author Ann Whitford Paul helps you develop the skills you need by walking you through techniques and exercises specifically for picture book writers. You'll find: • Instruction on generating ideas, creating characters, point-of-view, beginnings and endings, plotting, word count, rhyme, and more • Unique methods for using poetic techniques to enrich your writing • Hands-on
revision exercises (get out your scissors, tape, and highlighters) to help identify problems and improve your picture book manuscripts • Updated tips for researching the changing picture book market, approaching publishers, working with an agent, and developing a platform • All new quizzes and examples from picture books throughout • New chapters cover issues such as page turns, agents, and
self-publishing Whether you're just starting out as a picture book writer or have tried unsuccessfully to get your work published, Writing Picture Books Revised and Expanded Edition is just what you need to craft picture books that will appeal to young children and parents, and agents and editors.
A Kid's Guide to Multiple Intelligences
Make Your Own Picture Stories for Kids with ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder)
Family Fun for Everyone - Terrific Technique Instructions - Playful Projects to Build Skills
A Beginners Guide to Using Kindle Kids Book Creator
Graceful Guide| Alphabet Picture Book for Kids| Preschool and Kindergarten Stories
Who Are You?
How to Care for Your Cat

Are you looking for the perfect guide to teach your child to sew? Look no further! Creative Kids Complete Photo Guide to Sewing starts with the absolute basics about stitching, beginning with simple hand sewing, then gradually introduces skills and techniques until kids are sewing safely and confidently at a sewing
machine. Founders of The Sewing Tree, Janith Bergeron and Christine Ecker will guide you and your children through creative and fun sewing projects. With over 200 photos and clear, concise instructions in language easily understood by grade-school kids, you're going to be creating crafty sewing projects with your
child in no time! Each project lists the sewing skills that will be exercised in making it and projects are rated for difficulty, so kids can learn and grow as they develop dexterity and coordination. Your children will learn to sew by making simple projects and building skills by practicing the essentials, and this book
provides a sound foundation for a lifetime of sewing enjoyment.
The stories of the Old Testament portray a world completely foreign from our own. Curious kids riveted by these stories are likely to come away with questions. Who were the people who lived in the time and place in which these stories were set? How did they work? What did they eat? What were their families and
tribes like? How did they fight? What did they believe about God, kings, enemies, and the world around them? And above all, what does any of it have to do with how we read and understand the books that make up the first half of the Bible? The World of the Old Testament: A Curious Kid's Guide to the Bible's Most
Ancient Stories answers these questions and more, with colorful illustrations, charts, graphs, maps, and other infographics that will keep kids' attention for hours, and send them back to the Bible with surprising new insights and understanding. Curious Kids' Guides present cool and surprising information about
Christian history and beliefs in an entertaining, visually engaging way for kids.
This title introduces the concept of a learning disability in concrete terms for younger students. The supportive and upbeat story reassures readers that they are capable, and can use 'smart strategies' to help themselves learn.
New York Times Bestseller! The precocious, purple-haired traveler spends the day playing with her dad as she pretends everyday things (like the sandbox) are extraordinary places. Isabella ends the day in her own home-sweet-home, the most wonderful place to be. Travel around the world to places like: •Pyramids of
Giza •Eiffel Tower •Great Wall of China •Chichen Itza •Big Ben •Statue of Liberty
How to Care for Your Dog
Writing Picture Books Revised and Expanded Edition
An Exceptional Children's Guide to Touch
Easy Picture Crosswords for Young Children
The Complete Kids HD Fire User Guide
The Kid's Guide to Gender Identity
A Curious Kid's Guide to the Bible's Most Ancient Stories
An introduction to the human body, how it functions, and its need for exercise.
A hilariously informative book of facts, farts, and fun! Dogs fart. Cats fart. Horses fart (a lot). But what about snakes? Spiders? Octopuses? What about chimpanzees? Cheetahs? Or dinosaurs? In this gaseous guide to kids' favorite animals (and some they've probably never heard of), young readers will discover not
only which animals pass gas, but also which have the stinkiest farts, which fart the most, and where all this smelly stuff comes from. They'll even learn which species has its own secret fart code! Perfect for reluctant readers, and with full-color illustrations throughout, Does It Fart? is the funniest book you
never knew you needed. Based on the New York Times bestseller Does It Fart?: The Definitive Field Guide to Animal Flatulence.
How to Shoot, Save, Play with & Print Your Digital Photos
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